
 

Mission and Vision 

Bober is a token on the Ergo Blockchain and it's mission is to show a new way of executing meme coins by providing 

security, transparency and genuine community building. 

We plan on accomplishing this goal by using the apps and utilities that the Ergo Platform has to offer, protecting the 

community by filtering bots and hunters by extensive wallet checks while holding events and having a great attitude 

towards people who want to learn more about our ecosystem. 

 

Tokenomics 

Launch Event(10.65%) - 13.5k 

Community(10.65%) - 13.5k 

Liquidity(79.7%) - 100k 

Total Supply(100%) : 127k $Bober 

 

$Bober token launched without a pre-sale or team distribution. We strive for as fair launch and initial distribution as 

possible, with equal chances for everyone. 

To prevent a pre-sale dump, there was an open-to-all launch event on X distributing 13.5k $Bober evenly amongst all 

participants. Participation was open, free, and accessible to everyone. Rewards were paid out 2 days after Launch. 

To avoid fear of a rug there wasn’t any token allocation to Team or anyone else at the Launch of the Token. 

The "Community" allocation will be used for future events and giveaways just like the launch. 

The "Liquidity" allocation was made into a $Bober/ERG pair (April 1st 12:00pm EST / 16:00 UTC / 18:00 CET) on 

Spectrum.fi / Crooks.fi and the LP was locked into 10 different batches. 

Each Batch will contain 10k $Bober and here is what will happen when a Batch unlocks every 3 months: 

- 50% $Bober and 30% $ERG get split between all holders proportional to their $Bober holdings. - Remaining 50% 

$Bober will be split between all holders with amount of $Bober higher than 1% of total supply.  

- 40% $ERG goes for Development (NFTs/website/domain/dev work) of upcoming features.  

- 30% $ERG goes to Team. 

 



 

Benefits: 

- Development costs will be paid in $ERG so there won't be dumps to cover costs. 

- Holders get rewarded both with $Bober and $ERG for having Diamond Hands. 

- Holders can lock these rewards into LP which decentralizes the LP and token. 

- The 50% $Bober going to holders with more than 1% of total supply incentivizes more people to hold and also helps 

the smaller fish get equal amounts to whales so rich don't get richer. Decentralization! 

- Periodical unlocks every 3 months resulting in a slow and smooth spread of liquidity and token supply. 

- Team will get rewarded only if they put in hard work and $Bober performs well! 

 

Unlocking timeframe: 

Launch - 1 April 24 

Batch 1 - 1 July 24 

Batch 2 - 1 Oct 24 

Batch 3 - 1 Jan 25 

Batch 4 - 1 April 25 

Batch 5 - 1 July 25 

Batch 6 - 1 Oct 25 

Batch 7 - 1 Jan 26 

Batch 8 - 1 April 26 

Batch 9 - 1 July 26 

Batch 10 - 1 Oct 26 


